A OH (hydroxyl) group was produced by controlled dissociation of a water molecule by applying a voltage pulse of 2 V. 1 An OH group is imaged as a double depression, which results from dynamical flipping of the O-H bond between two equivalent orientations (Fig. S1c) . Because the OH group cannot be manipulated to move across the surface, we manipulated a NO molecule to produce a NO-OH complex (Figs. S1a and S1b). The NO molecule can be translated along the Cu row in the "pulling" mode, 2 and encountered with a OH group located in the next row. Upon formation of the complex, the NO molecule is imaged as a "crescent" shape, indicating H-bond coupling, analogous to the case of NO-water interaction. The dynamical flip motion of OH group is probably frozen with the H-atom donated to the NO molecule (Fig. S1d) .
Fitting dI/dV curves of a (OH) · · · NH-OH product
The dI/dV in Fig. 6e is analyzed by a recently proposed analytical modeling. 3, 4 The product forms a chain of OH, OH, NH, and OH, as illustrated in Fig. S2c . Upon vibrational excitation by tunneling electrons, the two OH groups (OH dimer) is induced to flip between two different configurations (Figs. S2a and b), which causes the two-state fluctuation in the current. As a result, the dI/dV shows the characteristic peak-and-dip structure as a function of voltage, as shown in Fig. 6f .
Therefore, the tunneling current I depends on the applied bias V , the relative occupation n H(L) for the high (low) conductance states, and the corresponding conductance σ H(L) as,
where n H(L) is determined as a stationary solution of the rate equations,
with the condition n L + n H = 1. This gives
where Γ H→L(L→H) is the transition rate from the high-to low-(from the low-to high-) conductance configuration.
The simplest way to model the transition rates is to assume a linear dependence on the vibrational generation rate, i.e., in a single electron process,
is introduced to take into account the collective effect of many low-energy vibration modes mainly involving O atom motions, and where C ν and Γ
H(L)
em,ν represent the prefactor and broadened vibrational generation rate of a mode ν, respectively. Γ
Here we use a Gaussian distribution function
characterized by a standard deviation σ ph,ν . In Eq. 6, the vibrational emission rate γ
em,ν in the low-temperature limit is given by
where λ
em,ν is the emission rate constant 3,4,6 and θ (eV −hω) is the Heaviside step function. We combine Eqs. 6 and 7 to the following expression:
We consider that four vibrational modes contribute to the dI/dV structure: the free O-H stretch mode ν(OH), 
, since the difference is expected to be less than 1 meV. 4 Thus, the dI/dV recorded over B is fitted as shown in As a result, we obtain the vibrational energies:
The former (latter) energy is higher (lower) than 414 meV for (OH) 2 . 3 The difference indicates that H-bond interaction in O b H· · · O a H is stronger than that in O a H· · · O b H, which is consistent with the observation that the former configuration (Fig. S2a) is more stable than the latter (Fig. S2b) 
, which causes the peak (dip) structure in the dI/dV recorded over B. Figure S2f also shows dI/dV curves recorded over different positions (A and C in Fig. S2a) . In a similar way,
] is responsible for the dip (peak) structure in the dI/dV recorded over A. In contrast, the dI/dV recorded over C has no structure, indicating that NH· · · OH is fixed in the orientation.
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